Due to size constraints the paper concentrates on the C CRAM implementation with a direct comparison to the reference Java implementation and the de-facto standard C/Java BAM implementations for context.
Size breakdowns for ERR317482
Three letter IDs such as "AMc" and "XCc" are auxiliary tags. Two letter ones correspond to the CRAM data series.
ERR251692: Raw benchmark output for conversion timings (NA21144.chrom11)
We used the BAM file produced by the 1000 Genomes consortium, chosen simply because it was the last individual. The data set differs to the above one in that it has been processed by GATK. This means the quality values have higher entropy due to the recalibration process and it now has additional auxiliary tags, specifically a BQ:Z: string to hold the base alignment qualities. The impact is slightly reduced CRAM performance. The differing file sizes for BAM output mainly come from using the libIntelDeflator.so with Picard, which uses a (usually) lighter weight compression algorithm. 
Size breakdowns for ERR251692 (1000Genomes alignment)

